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The legendary Tiffany studio propelled stained glass windows to new heights of popularity in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. This glittering collection includes 30 full-page reproductions: gardens, forests, river valleys, and other imaginative scenes.
These 180 simple designs in traditional formats for stained glass projects include a tremendous variety of patterns that includes birds, fish, florals, abstracts, geometrics, and other charming motifs.
Add a touch of the Far East to craft projects with this gallery of 71 patterns: geishas, koi, pagodas, samurai warriors, and other motifs, all inspired by authentic Japanese sources.
Even beginners can create beautiful Tiffany-style stained glass lampshades with this easy-to-follow guide. Included are full-size templates on sturdy stock for 11 lampshade designs: poppy, magnolia, floral repeat, woodbine, dragonfly, wisteria, grape, landscape, and 3 more. Complete step-by-step instructions.
Creative Haven Tiffany Designs Stained Glass Coloring Book
16 Art Stickers
Tiffany Windows Stained Glass Pattern Book
Eternal Light
Stained Glass Coloring Book for Adults, Tiffany Windows Color, Window Designs and Easy Patterns for Stress Relief, Relaxation, and Creativity
Lovelyfine art stickers featuring masterpieces by the famed creator of stained glass artinclude the brilliant "Peacock Window" and beautiful floral landscapes, mountain views, birds, deer, and other subjects."
Chief exponent of the Arts and Crafts movement in Victorian England, renowned artist and craftsman William Morris (1834–96) created a host of stunning patterns for wallpaper, fabrics, tapestries, floor coverings, and other decorative projects. Many of these designs took nature as their theme. Now Carolyn Relei has skillfully rendered 100 of Morris's best designs for this superb collection of stained glass motifs. Among the 100 black-and-white designs depicted here are
lush florals and vines, exotic birds amid magnificent displays of garden flowers, a charming bouquet of daffodils, and many more. Artfully displayed in circular, oval, and rectangular frames, these splendid classics — all easily adaptable as templates — will appeal to artists and artisans who admire the work of one of the Victorian era's most influential craftsmen.
Stained Glass Tiffany Windows - Color by Number features richly ornamented window designs of decorative patterns of flowers, landscape, sea animals, birds, flowing leaves and vines. Designs range in complexity and detail from beginner to expert-level. Features & Highlights: A creative color by number book to relieve stress. 25 Unique patterns to color. Printed on Single Sided for easy page removal with black-back printed page to reduce the colour bleeding. Easy to
use 21 colors to create masterpieces. A best Gift for your loved ones. Colorists of all ages will enjoy painting or coloring these pages. About Sachin Sachdeva Sachin Sachdeva is a professional game designer and Illustrator. He has been designing educational and learning games for children's from past 15 years. His 10 years old daughter "Naisha" is the biggest inspiration for him to write and conceptualise children's books. He has published more than 175 educational and
learning books for Children on Amazon.com
Four of Louis Comfort Tiffany's finest stained glass windows. Such lovely artworks as a 10½ x 16½ rendition of wisteria and a spectacular 24 x 16½ simulation of Fawn Drinking at Stream.
William Morris Stained Glass Pattern Book
Easy Victorian Florals Stained Glass Pattern Book
Stained Glass Coloring Book For Adults
Decorative Stained Glass Designs
88 Designs for Workable Projects

More than 100 stained glass projects using all the well-known themes of Art Nouveau: swirling forms, florals, peacocks, and sensuous women. Sourcebook for use or for inspiration. 104 projects on 60 plates.
Depictions of magnificent stained glass windows from 1870s‒1930s, lush garden scenes, brilliant New England landscapes, more. 24 full-color cards.
Sixteen lovely illustrations: "Adam Naming the Beasts," "Sleeping Apostles," "Angel and Woman," adaptations of wallpaper and textile designs, and much more. Color and place near a source of bright light for stained glass effects.
Open gateways to beauty with 60 plates of wonderful, workable patterns. This assortment of gorgeous stained glass designs will have crafters of every skill level brightening windows and entryways with graceful foliates and flowing ornamental motifs. Each pattern has been specially formatted for transoms, window panes, and door panels, and can be easily reduced or
enlarged to conform to even the most hard-to-fit spaces. Available in a dazzling variety of styles, these designs work equally well as graphics for print, textile, needlework, and other craft projects.
Down East Stained Glass Pattern Club
Color Your Own Tiffany Windows
Stained Glass Coloring Book For Adults Tiffany Windows Color By Number Window Designs And Easy Patterns For Stress Relief Relaxation And Creativity
Japanese Designs Stained Glass Pattern Book
390 Traditional Stained Glass Designs
Described by Craft Digest as "beautiful and very inspirational," Connie Clough Eaton's splendid stained glass designs are as easy to execute as they are attractive. Her latest collection focuses on Victorian florals — one of the most popular subjects among stained glass artists. In oval, rectangular, square, and round formats, the versatile, royalty-free images are designed to embellish traditional
windows, but to work equally well as patterns for fabric painting, applique work, and other craft projects.
Stained Glass Pattern Club from Down East Stained Glass.168 ready to copy and print patterns from over 10 years of stained glass designs from our pattern club. These patterns can also be used for many other crafts from woodcarving to needle crafts and more!
Sidelights — the elongated windows set next to doorways — tend to be narrow, making them challenging to design. These 60 patterns are specially chosen to form an attractive fit within limited spaces. Designs include florals, nature motifs, and geometric shapes. Bonus features include an enlargement guide and helpful hints.
★Click The Cover To Reveal What's Inside!★Our Stained Glass Patterns coloring book including nature, floral, animals, landscapes, and many more designs. Carefully chosen designs will provide hours of fun, stress relief, creativity, and relaxation. Full page designs are printed single side on high-quality pure white paper. Relax as you color these stunning stain glass designs. About This Book:
High-Resolution Printing Suitable for All Skill Levels Beautiful Designs and Artwork. Perfect With Your Choice Of Coloring Tools (Crayon, Gel Pens, Markers, Colored Pencils) Each Coloring Page Is Designed To Help Relax And Stay Inspired. Printed On High Quality Solid White Paper. Beautiful Designs Appropriate For All Ages, Single Side Pages lessen The Chance Of No-Bleed-Through And
Make Removal And Display Easy. Large 8.5 "x 11" Page Size To Create Fantastic Images. Silky Matte Finish Cover Design. * You can gift this colorful book as a gift to your loved ones special days* Valentines day* Mothers day* Wedding anniversary* Birthday* Christmas days And Any Occasion. Enjoy coloring a different design to forgetting your troubles, escape the stress of daily life and relax,
this book is special for you. Books Include: Africa Adult Coloring Book Alphabets Adult Coloring Book Animals Adult Coloring Book Birds Adult Coloring Book Flowers Adult Coloring Book Christmas Adult Coloring Book Sea Life Coloring Book Cats Coloring Books Cars Coloring Books Cities Coloring Books Christian Coloring Books Mandala Coloring Books And Many More Check Out Our
Amazon Author Page for the full range. So Get Your Copy Today As The Perfect Gift And Make A Happy!
Art Nouveau Stained Glass Pattern Book
Color by Number Coloring Book for Adults
Floral Stained Glass Pattern Book
Stained Glass Tiffany Windows Coloring Book
Tiffany Windows

Over 100 authentic, royalty-free patterns from one of the most flamboyant of artistic periods, including outlines of a lovely winged damsel, florals and vines, a vase, a butterfly, and much more. All displayed in rectangular, oval, circular, and semi-circular frames for use by craftspeople and stained glass workers at all levels
of expertise.
A magnificent array of designs: landscapes, florals, geometric shapes, birds and wildlife, and much more. Varied shapes and sizes make these designs ideal for windows, mirrors, panels, sidelights, and other uses.
Shows crafters at all levels how to create stunning lampshades. Projects include a candle chimney, lantern, panel shade, hanging cylinder lamp, and procedures using the lead-came method and copper-foil. 180 black-and-white figures.
The distinctive glow of light and color given off by stained glass lampshades adds warmth and beauty to any decor. Now you can make your own exquisite shades with this versatile collection of 46 full-size patterns that range from traditional and Art Nouveau to contemporary styles. Each pattern can be easily enlarged or
reduced.
Audubon Birds Stained Glass Pattern Book
Decorative Alphabets Stained Glass Pattern Book
William Morris Stained Glass Coloring Book
Doorways, Windows & Transoms
91 Motifs in Full Color
These 96 lovely floral patterns include graceful irises, poppies, lilies, and tulips in a variety of styles, abstract and geometric patterns, and other exquisite designs adaptable to innumerable projects.
Create lightcatchers, window panels, candle shelters, and other attractive projects with this collection of charming floral patterns. Includes roses, lilies, irises, and other flowers in a variety of style, from simple to complex. Place your finished creation near a source of light and enjoy the glowing effects.
Rich collection of 60 full-page designs, featuring the cougar, giraffe, koala, elephant, lion, deer, otter, eagle, duck, hummingbird, parrot, many other creatures.
"Specially designed for experienced colorists, Creative Haven® coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment" -- Page 4 of cover.
Masterpieces of Art Nouveau Stained Glass Design
Nautical Designs Stained Glass Pattern Book
Nature's Splendor Stained Glass Pattern Book
83 Designs for Workable Projects
Stained Glass Tiffany Windows
This splendid sourcebook for stained glass designs contains 88 patterns in styles ranging from medieval interlacements to Art Nouveau, Art Deco, and modern motifs. Suitable for crafters at every level of expertise, the patterns can be easily expanded for full-sized panels, mirror surrounds, and other decorative work.
38 patterns for beautiful botanical and traditional designs for the home Full-color photos show the finished panels All original designs by a professional craftsperson Tips on creating successful designs
7 complete alphabets and six sets of numerals in styles ranging from Gothic to modern. Many craft uses. 242 black-and-white illustrations.
16 boldly outlined motifs depicting florals, vines and leaves; birds, mythical creatures, more. For coloring with crayon, felt-tip pens, acrylics, other media.
With Full-size Templates for 11 Designs
Wild Animals Stained Glass Pattern Book
38 Patterns for Beautiful Windows and Doors
162 Traditional and Contemporary Designs for Stained Glass Projects
Sidelights, Fanlights and Transoms Stained Glass Pattern Book

60 lovely, royalty-free designs from authentic landscape and memorial windows, panels, transoms, skylights, glass screens, more. Also practical for other craft and coloring activities.
Magnificent motifs reproduced from rare original edition: florals, foliates, female figures, pastoral landscapes, more. Ideas for craftspeople and designers.
The first volume to focus exclusively on Tiffany's renowned ecclesiastical windows, and the ideas and stories behind them.
An award-winning designer presents 100 attractive patterns for stained glass artisans at all levels of expertise. Images based on circular, oval, square, and rectangular shapes include lighthouses on rocky coastlines, graceful seashells, majestic sailing ships, playful
dolphins, and other maritime subjects. The versatile designs are easily adapted to other projects.
Tiffany: Stained Glass Coloring Book (CB112)
Floral Stained Glass Lampshades
Art Nouveau Windows Stained Glass Coloring Book
Contemporary Stained Glass Sidelights
Ornamental Flower Stained Glass Pattern Book
Sixteen full-page designs adapted from windows in Wright buildings: Robie House, Dana House, Coonley Playhouse, many more. Geometrics, florals, etc. Color and hang near light source for glowing stained glass effects.
Splendid sourcebook, with 60 distinctive designs, includes carefully rendered illustrations of red-winged blackbird, indigo bunting, northern cardinal, black-capped chickadee, passenger pigeon, and many more. All are depicted in characteristic poses and positions amid natural surroundings.
Identifying captions.
Windows were the major emphasis of Louis Comfort Tiffany's work. Yet today, most Tiffany windows have never been seen by the public. Alastair Duncan has tracked down virtually every window still extant and has documented examples that have disappeared or been destroyed. Along with providing
photographs of over 200 windows, more than half in color, Duncan describes how the glass was made and the windows constructed; Tiffany's designers and the workings of the Window Department; his critics and international exhibitions; window themes; signatures; chronology; and a complete list
of all Tiffany windows.
Beautiful patterns for stained glass work include a tropical sunset, Tuscan vineyard, New England country church, animals, and abstracts — total of 90 motifs, rendered in crisp black and white.
Tiffany Stained Glass Windows
Creating Stained Glass Lampshades
Stained Glass Pattern Book
Tiffany-style Stained Glass Lampshades
Create Your Own Tiffany Windows Stained Glass Coloring Book
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Stained Glass Tiffany Windows Coloring Book Stained glass images make the PERFECT coloring pages. With all those little cells your color choices and combinations are virtually endless. Add some shading, and you can make beautiful art with these printables. Do you like flowers, or would you choose a religious scene? There a quite a few to pick from. These uniquely designed coloring books will
make your creativity shine! Each boldly illustrated design is printed with thick black lines on paper: after you add the colors of your choice with crayons, markers, colored pencils, or other media, hold your finished masterpiece up to a window, lamp, and other light sources and it will glow like real stained glass. Scroll Up and Buy Now!
Finely rendered line drawings, based on photographs of authentic Victorian and Edwardian era designs, depict lovely floral and foliate motifs, a remarkable array of geometrics, transitional designs showing Art Nouveau influence, and much more — all in a wide range of sizes and shapes.
Striking, stylized renderings of familiar and exotic avian creatures for use in varied craft projects. 74 workable royalty-free designs, in a host of shapes and configurations, depict the snowy owl, canary, pheasant, peach-faced lovebird, ring-necked parakeet, parrot, masked lovebird, raven, Gouldian finch, eagle, white-bellied caique, many more.
Decorative Birds Stained Glass Pattern Book
The Sacred Stained-Glass Windows of Louis Comfort Tiffany
Art Nouveau Windows Stained Glass Pattern Book
Stained Glass Window Designs of Frank Lloyd Wright
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